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Abstract

In shift-symmetric Horndeski theories, a static and spherically symmetric black hole can support

linearly time-dependent scalar hair. However, it was shown that such a solution generically suffers

from ghost or gradient instability in the vicinity of the horizon. In the present paper, we explore the

possibility to avoid the instability, and present a new example of theory and its black hole solution

with a linearly time-dependent scalar configuration. We also discuss the stability of solutions with

static scalar hair for a special case where nonminimal derivative coupling to the Einstein tensor

appears.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Scalar-tensor gravity is a widely accepted alternative to general relativity (GR). The most

general scalar-tensor theory that yields second-order Euler-Lagrange equations was proposed

by Horndeski [1]. This second-order nature of field equations is desirable since it trivially

circumvents so-called Ostrogradsky ghosts associated with higher-order derivatives [2]. The

same result was also obtained by studying Galileons [3–6]. The Galileon model is a ghost-free

scalar effective field theory containing higher derivative terms in the action. The resulting

framework encompasses GR and many other modified theories of gravity, such as the Brans-

Dicke theory and f(R) theories.

In this paper, we consider the shift-symmetric subclass of the Horndeski Lagrangian,

consisting of four parts Li (i = 2, 3, 4, 5). Each part is characterized by an arbitrary func-

tion Gi(X) that depends on the canonical kinetic term X of the scalar field φ. These

functions manifest themselves nontrivially in cosmological solutions [7, 8], wormhole config-

urations [9] and black hole (BH) solutions [10–15] (see Ref. [16] for a review). An intriguing

feature of the shift-symmetric Horndeski class is that it allows static BH solutions with

a linearly time-dependent scalar configuration [11]. This happens because φ appears only

with derivatives in the field equations in the shift-symmetric Horndeski theories. An espe-

cially interesting BH solution is the Schwarzschild-de Sitter (dS) metric with a nontrivial

scalar profile, in which the vacuum cosmological constant is totally screened. Such a so-

lution is called stealth BH since it cannot be distinguished from the one in GR at least

at the background level. It should be noted that most of the solutions found so far are

obtained within an even narrower subclass of the shift-symmetric Horndeski theories, i.e., a

class of theories having reflection symmetry of the scalar field[17]. Under the requirement

of the reflection symmetry, the two terms L3 and L5 that contain odd numbers of φ must

vanish. This subclass includes the theory with nonminimal derivative coupling to the Ein-

stein tensor [see Eqs. (6), (7)]. Throughout the present paper, we focus on such shift- and

reflection-symmetric Horndeski theories.

The stability of BH solutions in the Horndeski theory has been investigated in recent

works. For static and spherically symmetric metric and scalar configurations in generic

Horndeski theories, the linear odd- and even-parity perturbations were studied in Refs. [18]

and [19], respectively. For solutions with a linearly time-dependent scalar field in the shift-
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and reflection-symmetric Horndeski theories, the odd-parity perturbation analysis was per-

formed in Ref. [20]. It was later extended to the case of generic shift-symmetric Horndeski

theories in Ref. [21]. The authors of Refs. [20, 21] stated that a BH solution with a time-

dependent scalar profile generically suffers from ghost or gradient instability in the vicinity

of the horizon, while there are some loopholes [21]. The similar instability appears in higher

dimensions, as shown in Ref. [22] in the framework of the so-called Lovelock-Galileon theory.

Importantly, the generic instability does not arise if the scalar field is static, though this

does not necessarily mean the solution is stable.

In the present paper, we investigate the possibility of avoiding the generic instability. We

show a new example of potentially stable BH with a linearly time-dependent scalar profile.

For a BH with static scalar hair, we focus on a theory with nonminimal derivative coupling

to the Einstein tensor and obtain the parameter region allowed by the stability requirements.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present the shift- and reflection-

symmetric Horndeski theories and review hairy BH solutions within this framework. In

Sec. III, we discuss the linear stability of the BH solutions. The cases of time-dependent

and static scalar field are treated separately. Finally, we conclude in Sec. IV.

II. SHIFT- AND REFLECTION-SYMMETRIC HORNDESKI THEORIES AND

BACKGROUND SOLUTIONS

Let us start from the following action within the Horndeski framework:

S =

∫

d4x
√−g(L2 + L4), (1)

where

L2 = G2(X), (2)

L4 = G4(X)R+ G4X [(�φ)
2 − (∇µ∇νφ)

2]. (3)

Here R is the scalar curvature, X = −(∇µφ)
2/2 is the canonical kinetic term of the scalar

field, G2 and G4 are arbitrary functions of X , and G4X ≡ dG4/dX . This theory is invariant

under the shift φ→ φ+c (with c being an arbitrary real constant) and the reflection φ → −φ.
Within this framework, we study static and spherically symmetric BH solutions with the
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ansatz adopted in Refs. [11, 14, 15] having the nontrivial scalar profile of the form

ds2 = −h(r)dt2 + dr2

f(r)
+ r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2), (4)

φ(t, r) = qt+ ψ(r), X =
q2

2h
− fψ′2

2
, (5)

with q being a constant. Here a prime denotes the derivative with respect to the radial

coordinate.

For the choice of the arbitrary functions

G2(X) = −2Λ + 2ηX, G4(X) = ζ + βX, G3(X) = G5(X) = 0, (6)

the action can be expressed in the form [14]

S =

∫

d4x
√
−g

[

ζR− η (∇µφ)
2 + βGµν∇µφ∇νφ− 2Λ

]

, (7)

which has nonminimal derivative coupling to the Einstein tensor. Here, we take ζ > 0 in

accordance with GR and we assume β 6= 0. For η 6= 0, the model (7) admits solutions in

which the Λ-term is totally screened. The metric then is not asymptotically flat but rather

dS with the effective cosmological constant proportional to η/β, since the scalar kinetic

term becomes constant around the present time [23]. It offers an exciting opportunity to

circumvent the cosmological constant problem.

As shown in Ref. [11], BH solutions in the theory (7) possess very similar properties,

governed by the following equations:

f(r) =
(β + ηr2)h

β (rh)′
, (8)

h(r) = −µ
r
+

1

r

∫

k(r)

β + ηr2
dr, (9)

ψ′2 =
r

(β + ηr2)2h2

(

q2β(β + ηr2)h′ − ζη + Λβ

2
(r2h2)′

)

, (10)

where µ plays the role of the BH mass and k(r) is obtained from the following algebraic

equation:

q2β
(

β + ηr2
)2 −

[

2ζβ + (ζη − Λβ) r2
]

k + Ck3/2 = 0. (11)

Here, C is an integration constant. With these equations, the scalar kinetic term X is

written as

X =
(ζη + Λβ)r2

2β(ηr2 + β)
+
q2(ηr2 + β)

2k(r)
. (12)
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If we assume q 6= 0, the system of equations (8)-(11) is obtained by combining tt-, rr- and

tr-components of the field equations, while the scalar field equation is redundant. On the

other hand, if we set q = 0, the tr-component becomes trivial and one has to use the scalar

field equation instead[24]. Therefore, below we consider the solutions for this system of

equations both for q 6= 0 and q = 0.

If we take q = 0 and assume C 6= 0, Eq. (11) gives a nontrivial solution

k(r) =
1

C2

[

2ζβ + (ζη − Λβ) r2
]2
. (13)

Then, the metric functions f, h and the radial part of the scalar field ψ are successively

obtained from Eqs. (8)-(10). Depending on the signs of the model parameters η and β, the

q = 0 solutions are classified into four groups as follows.

(i) The case ηβ > 0

We firstly consider the case ηβ > 0. The metric function h can be found from Eqs. (9),

(11) as

h(r) =
β(3ζη + Λβ)(ζη − Λβ)

C2η2
− µ

r
+

(ζη − Λβ)2

3C2η
r2 +

β(ζη + Λβ)2

C2η2
arctan y

y
, (14)

with y ≡ r
√

η/β. The particular solutions of this kind (for specific choices of C) were

obtained in Refs. [10–13]. Note that Eq. (14) solves the background field equations

even for C2 < 0, i.e., for pure imaginary value of C. Such a possibility was considered

in Ref. [15]. We see that the solution is asymptotically dS for

C2η < 0 (15)

and anti-de Sitter (AdS) otherwise.

(ii) The case ηβ < 0

Now let us switch to the case ηβ < 0. The metric function h then reads

h(r) =
β(3ζη + Λβ)(ζη − Λβ)

C2η2
−µ
r
+
(ζη − Λβ)2

3C2η
r2+

β(ζη + Λβ)2

C2η2
· 1
2z

ln

∣

∣

∣

∣

1 + z

1− z

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (16)

with z ≡ r
√

|η/β|. The solution is singular at z = 1, i.e. r =
√

|β/η|, since the

logarithmic term would diverge there, but this feature could be hidden behind the de

Sitter horizon of the solution by adjusting β/η[25]. This can be achieved due to the

interplay of the decaying dS term and the growing logarithm, which could give rise to
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a root (dS horizon) before r =
√

|β/η|. We assume that the physically relevant region

is included within r <
√

|β/η| so that the last term in Eq. (16) is written in terms of

the inverse hyperbolic tangent:

h(r) =
β(3ζη + Λβ)(ζη − Λβ)

C2η2
− µ

r
+

(ζη − Λβ)2

3C2η
r2 +

β(ζη + Λβ)2

C2η2
artanh z

z
. (17)

Particular solutions of this kind were obtained in [10, 13].

(iii) The case ζη + Λβ = 0

This is the degenerate case of (i) or (ii). The metric functions h and f simply read

f(r) = 1− µ

r
+

η

3β
r2, h(r) =

4ζ2β

C2
f(r). (18)

Therefore, redefining the time coordinate, one obtains the Schwarzschild-(A)dS solu-

tion. On the other hand, the scalar field becomes trivial in this case.

(iv) The case η = 0

Finally, we discuss the case η = 0. In this case, the action (7) falls into the so-called

Fab Four theory, whose action is given by [26]

S =

∫

d4x
√−g (LJohn + LPaul + LGeorge + LRingo − 2Λ) , (19)

where

LJohn = VJohn(φ)G
µν∇µφ∇νφ, (20)

LPaul = VPaul(φ)P
µνλσ∇µφ∇λφ∇ν∇σφ, (21)

LGeorge = VGeorge(φ)R, (22)

LRingo = VRingo(φ)
(

R2 − 4RµνR
µν + RµνλσR

µνλσ
)

. (23)

Here, P µνλσ is the double dual of the Riemann tensor. The action (7) with η = 0

amounts to the choice

VJohn = β, VPaul = 0, VGeorge = ζ, VRingo = 0. (24)

The Fab Four theory represents the unique subset of Horndeski theories that al-

lows for the existence of a consistent self-tuning mechanism on Friedmann-Lemâıtre-

Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background, yielding the Minkowski metric as a resultant
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spacetime[27]. This self-tuning requires that the vacuum cosmological constant Λ

should not impact the curvature. Thus, whatever the value of Λ is, we can have the

Minkowski spacetime as a solution of the theory, while the theory admits nontrivial

cosmology as well. The idea is that the cosmological field equations should be dynam-

ical, with the Minkowski solution corresponding to some sort of fixed point. In other

words, once we are on the Minkowski solution, we stay there, otherwise we evolve to

it dynamically.

In the present case of η = 0, we get the following expression for the metric function h:

h(r) =
4ζ2β

C2
− µ

r
− 4ζΛβ

3C2
r2 +

Λ2β

5C2
r4, (25)

which amounts to the solution given in Ref. [12].

III. STABILITY OF BLACK HOLE SOLUTIONS

A. Solutions with linearly time-dependent scalar hair

Here, we consider a generic shift- and reflection-symmetric Horndeski theory (1) and

discuss the stability of solutions with nonzero scalar velocity charge: q 6= 0. In Refs. [20,

21], the authors calculated the quadratic action that governs the dynamics of odd-parity

perturbations. From the requirement that the kinetic/gradient energy should be positive,

they obtained the necessary conditions for stability as

F > 0, G > 0, H > 0, (26)

F ≡ 2

(

G4 −
q2

h
G4X

)

, (27)

G ≡ 2

[

G4 +

(

q2

h
− 2X

)

G4X

]

, (28)

H ≡ 2(G4 − 2XG4X). (29)

Note that the conditions above apply for q = 0 solutions as well. To show the instability,

we investigate the behavior of the variables F ,G near the horizon (h ≃ 0). Since X is finite

at the horizon for physically relevant solutions, the terms with q2/h dominate in Eqs. (27)

and (28). Therefore, we obtain [20, 21]

FG ≈ −
(

2q2

h
G4X

)2

< 0, (30)
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if G4X takes some finite value near the horizon. Equation (30) means that the two of the

stability conditions F > 0 and G > 0 cannot be satisfied simultaneously for q 6= 0, leading

to ghost/gradient instability. Particularly, for the theory (7), G4X = β 6= 0 and thus BHs

with q 6= 0 always suffer from the instability.

However, this is not the case if G4X is vanishing. As was proposed in Ref. [21], this can be

obviously realized by setting G4 to be constant, which amounts to GR plus a noncanonical

scalar field. Furthermore, there is another way to circumvent the instability mentioned

above: having G4X = 0 at least in the vicinity of the horizon for a specific background

solution. While the authors of Ref. [21] gave such a solution with X = 0, here we present a

new example with X being a nonzero constant. Consider the following model:

G2(X) = −2Λ + 2ηX, G4(X) = ζ + βX +
γ

2
X2, G3(X) = G5(X) = 0, (31)

where the difference from Eq. (6) is the quadratic term in G4(X) with γ 6= 0. If we choose

Λ as

Λ =
η

4βγ
(2ζγ − 5β2), (32)

the following configuration solves the the background field equations listed in Ref. [20]:

f(r) = 1− µ

r
− η

6β
r2, h(r) = −γq

2

2β
f(r), ψ′2 = −2β

γ

1− f

f 2
, (33)

which is the Schwarzschild-(A)dS solution up to redefinition of the time coordinate. This

configuration satisfies

G4X = β + γX = 0, (34)

and thus

F = G = H = ζ − β2

2γ
. (35)

Note that Eq. (34), i.e., X = −β/γ = const. holds for any r. Therefore, for ζ > β2/(2γ),

the solution (33) evades the aforementioned instability despite the nontrivial X-dependence

of G4.

B. Solutions with static scalar hair

We now switch to q = 0 solutions. For concreteness, below we restrict ourselves to the

particular theory (7). The scalar kinetic term (12) then reads

X =
(ζη + Λβ)r2

2β(ηr2 + β)
. (36)
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For the model (7), the conditions (26) read [19]

r2(ζη + Λβ)

2(ηr2 + β)
+ ζ > 0, (37)

−r
2(ζη + Λβ)

2(ηr2 + β)
+ ζ > 0. (38)

Next, we consider the stability conditions for even-parity perturbations. Contrary to

odd-parity perturbations, now there are two propagating degrees of freedom: gravitational

and scalar waves. Computing the quadratic action for the even-parity perturbations, the

authors of Ref. [19] obtained the stability conditions for q = 0 solutions[28]. For the model

in question, these conditions read

f(2rH+ Ξψ′)

hr2H2

[

hr4H4

f(2rH + Ξψ′)2

]′

− F > 0, (39)

2r2ΓHΞψ′2 − GΞ2ψ′2 − 4r4

f
ΣH2 > 0, (40)

where

Ξ ≡ 4rfψ′(G4X + 2XG4XX), (41)

Γ ≡
(

4

r
+

2h′

h

)

fψ′(G4X + 2XG4XX), (42)

Σ ≡ XG2X + 2X2G2XX + 2

(

1− f

r2
− f

r

h′

h

)

XG4X (43)

+ 4

(

1− 4f

r2
− 4f

r

h′

h

)

X2G4XX − 8f

r

(

1

r
+
h′

h

)

X3G4XXX . (44)

These conditions provide the positive squared propagation speed of the scalar wave and the

no-ghost condition. For the solutions of the master equations (8)-(11), the conditions (39),

(40) respectively read

−4r4(ζη + Λβ)2 [η(ζη + 3Λβ)r4 − 2β(2ζη − 3Λβ)r2 − 8ζβ2]

(ηr2 + β)2 [(ζη + 3Λβ)r2 − 2ζβ]2
> 0, (45)

16r6(ζη + Λβ)2 [(ζη − Λβ)r2 + 2ζβ]
3

C2h(ηr2 + β)4
> 0. (46)

Assuming ζη + Λβ 6= 0, these simplify as

η(ζη + 3Λβ)r4 − 2β(2ζη − 3Λβ)r2 − 8ζβ2 < 0, (47)

(ζη − Λβ)r2 + 2ζβ

C2
> 0. (48)

Now that we have clarified the stability conditions for both odd- and even-parity pertur-

bations, we are in position to discuss the stability of the BH solutions presented in Sec. II.
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(i) The case ηβ > 0

We now sum up all the stability conditions. Firstly, for odd-parity perturbations, the

conditions (37) and (38) yield

β(3ζη + Λβ)r2 + 2ζβ2 > 0, (49)

β(ζη − Λβ)r2 + 2ζβ2 > 0. (50)

If we require these inequalities are satisfied for any r ≥ 0, we have the following

constraints on the model parameters:

β(3ζη + Λβ) ≥ 0, β(ζη − Λβ) ≥ 0. (51)

Next, we require even-parity perturbations to be stable. The condition (47) implies[29]

η(ζη + 3Λβ) ≤ 0, β(2ζη − 3Λβ) ≥ 0, (52)

while the condition (48) requires

ζη − Λβ

C2
≥ 0,

β

C2
> 0. (53)

For η > 0 and β > 0, the entire set of stability conditions is satisfied if

3ζη + Λβ ≥ 0, ζη + 3Λβ ≤ 0, C2 > 0. (54)

For η < 0 and β < 0, the same stability conditions become

3ζη + Λβ ≤ 0, ζη + 3Λβ ≥ 0, C2 < 0. (55)

As noted below Eq. (15), the solution (14) with such parameters are asymptotically

AdS. Such a solution may be interesting in the context of AdS/CFT correspondence

and brane cosmology, along the lines of Ref. [30].

(ii) The case ηβ < 0

Since the physically relevant region is included within r <
√

|β/η| in this case, it

suffices if the stability conditions are satisfied in this restricted region. However,

the stability conditions (37), (38) for odd-parity perturbations cannot be satisfied

simultaneously. This is because the left-hand sides of these inequalities have different

sign near r =
√

|β/η| unless ζη+Λβ 6= 0: One of them goes to positive infinity, while

the other goes to negative infinity. Thus, this type of solutions is always plagued by

ghost/gradient instability even at the level of linear odd-parity perturbations.
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Case Nontrivial solution Stability conditions

(i) ηβ > 0 yes η > 0, 3ζη + Λβ ≥ 0, ζη + 3Λβ ≤ 0, C2 > 0

or η < 0, 3ζη + Λβ ≤ 0, ζη + 3Λβ ≥ 0, C2 < 0

(ii) ηβ < 0 yes never stable

(iii) ζη + Λβ = 0 no always stable

(iv) η = 0 no Λ = 0, β/C2 > 0

TABLE I. Summary of the BH solutions for specific parameter regions. The second column shows

whether each case has a nontrivial solution or not. The stability conditions are listed in the third

column.

(iii) The case ζη + Λβ = 0

In this case, the scalar profile becomes constant and the apparent metric is just

Schwarzschild-(A)dS. It is notable that the left-hand sides of Eqs. (45), (46) are vanish-

ing, which may originate from the strong coupling of the perturbation corresponding

to the scalar wave on the background solution (25). For the other modes, i.e., gravi-

tational wave, there is no signal of instability.

(iv) The case η = 0

For η = 0, the stability conditions read

Λr2 + 2ζ > 0, − Λr2 + 2ζ > 0, 3Λr2 − 4ζ < 0,
β

C2
> 0. (56)

The first three conditions will be violated at a large enough r unless Λ = 0. Conversely,

if one takes Λ = 0 and β/C2 > 0, where the solution (25) becomes of Schwarzschild

form, then all the above conditions are satisfied. Thus, the BH (25) is unstable or

represents a trivial configuration. This indicates that the John term of the Fab Four

action cannot be used in isolation, which is also true for the other terms: The Paul term

has problems with describing neutron stars [31], while with VGeorge(φ) and VRingo(φ)

being constant the model falls into GR.

The result are summarized in Table I. To sum up, while the BH solutions for the case

ηβ < 0 with ζη + Λβ 6= 0 are unstable, there is some parameter region that could evade

instability for the other cases. Our result for the case ηβ > 0 is consonant with that

in Ref. [19], where the authors considered only large-r behavior of stability conditions to
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obtain the parameter region. Note that the boundary of physically relevant parameter region

could be extended even further: there is still possibility that the instability region is hidden

behind the horizon.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Although BH solutions with linearly time-dependent scalar hair in shift- and reflection-

symmetric Horndeski theories generally suffer from ghost/gradient instability, there are still

some solutions that circumvent the instability. Apart from the trivial loophole with G4

being constant, we proposed a new solution possessing a linearly time-dependent scalar

profile, with the model parameters fine-tuned to avoid the instability.

For solutions with a static scalar profile where the generic instability is absent, we focused

on a theory with nonminimal derivative coupling to the Einstein tensor and refined the

stability conditions obtained in Ref. [19]. The resultant parameter region is summarized in

Table I, which provides the BH stability for any r. It should be noted that the stability

conditions we discussed are only necessary conditions for the mode stability. To complete

the mode stability analysis, one must investigate the nature of the potential part in the

quadratic action as in Ref. [21]. We leave these issues for the future work.
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